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The term Tower of Babel has become synonymous with projects that have grand
designs but end in confusion. So named in the Bible, the Tower is described in the
Qur’an and in Judaic texts also, under different names. Its reputed purpose was to
unify the nations of the earth with a common language. The Tower fell, however,
and those who collaborated in its construction were scattered, their languages
divided. The analogy has frequently been drawn between the Tower of Babel and
the Internet. This reflection considers whether this analogy is justified within the
context of contemporary distance education.
Keywords: web-based learning; global education; international projects;
evaluation; sustainability; language versions; lessons of history

Introduction
Historians should regard it as a time of excitement and change. A giant structure was
developed by which all nations would be united. Political interests dominated the
initiative, and it was suggested that educational and cultural purposes would be served
also. The project headquarters was not Silicon Valley, CERN, nor Langley in
Virginia, but the Middle East. Credit for the initiative was claimed by numerous political groups, although the consensus of opinion suggests that Iraq (formerly Babylon)
was its location, and that the leading team was the Hamites under Nimrod (Murphy,
1993). The project, commonly supposed to be mythical, is evidently grounded in fact.
Its date, according to legend, was circa 3000 BC (Cornwell, 1995), and its name was
the Tower of Babel.
Five thousand years later, at the inaugural meeting of the United Nations’ Internet
Governance Forum (IGF) in Athens, Patrik Fältström, a Cisco Systems engineer,
reported that the World Wide Web now had full language translation capabilities
(Internet Governance Forum, 2006). The announcement was widely taken to suggest
that the Internet is a Tower of Babel and that modern engineers have succeeded in
building it (McCarthy, 2006). This interpretation seems to miss the point that the original Tower of Babel fell down – reputedly because God was angry at mankind’s arrogance in building it. For their punishment, the people were scattered into diverse
nations, and their common language was divided into many.
The question arises as to whether the new online version of the Tower will be
more successful than the original. Analogies between the Tower of Babel and the
Internet commonly suggest that it will not. Anderson (1999) argued that the Internet,
Figure 1.

The Confusion of Tongues by Gustave Doré (1865). Source: http://www.artbible.info/art/large/492.html
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like the Tower, ‘makes life simpler, yet more complicated; it brings us together, yet
pushes us apart.’ Wilks (2001) criticised the World Bank’s Knowledge Bank
project, and its Development Gateway initiative in particular, as a Babel-like activity
creating ‘an illusory atmosphere of consensus and universality, while proclaiming
“diversity.”’ Guri-Rosenblit (2001) made a similar allusion to the Tower in relation
to the need for an integrated technological approach in higher and distance education. Evidently, the creation of a common international communication platform still
has some way to go. At the IGF’s Hyderabad meeting in 2008, the chair of the
Cyber-security and Cyber-crime symposium announced:
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Yesterday, I think there were about 80 headsets missing after the session … [It’s] important to hand them back so that they can be recharged. If we lose 80 headsets after each
session, we will not be able to hand them out anymore, and you will not be able to listen
to our interpreters. (Kummer, 2008, p. 1)

The more one considers historical events, the more the differences between competing
versions of them become apparent. It emerges that little has changed in human nature
over the centuries, and that modern opinions are shaped by personal motives as they
always have been. It is possible to question the validity of comparing the Tower of
Babel and educational uses of the Internet. In the words of a reviewer of this article,
the Tower was designed as an act of rebellion against God and in favour of Satan,
whereas the Internet was not. It is equally possible, however, that religion was used as
an excuse for political motives in ancient times as it is today, and that such motives
existed for the building of both structures. The Tower is therefore not only an apt
metaphor for the Internet’s potential as a giant worldwide tool, but also a means for
some updated reflection on how the future of online distance education may be shaped
by human nature, as the Tower’s fate was shaped. To explore the implications of this
analogy for distance education, the article will first consider the global role of the
Internet in general.
The fate of giant structures
The Tower of Babel was a ziggurat or ‘raised place,’ like many others in the Mesopotamian region (Crawford, 1993, p. 73). The Bible’s verdict is that the project was a
success – too much so, in fact, and that God destroyed it, being offended by the hubris
of a building that touched the skies and would encourage the people to think they
could ‘do anything they want’ (Genesis 11: 5–9, cited by Vision, 2001). Judaic texts
give a similar account in which God destroys the nations’ common language and
disperses them across the earth. The Qur’an provides an account of a tower built in
Egypt by the Pharaoh to confront the God of Moses; and the Book of Mormon adds a
Western-centric postscript in which God preserves the common language and leads
the people to America. From these different perspectives, locations, and outcomes,
five themes emerge.
(1) For better and for worse. The ancient ziggurats and the Internet are viewed as
having similar benefits for humanity – the ziggurats as places of divine
worship, and the Internet as a giant structure by which diverse cultures can be
unified and global education forged. These claims have been put into context
by Internet critics: ‘There are no simple technological solutions to social
problems … Access to a universe of information cannot solve our problems:
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we will forever struggle to understand one another’ (Stoll, 1995, p. 50). The
ziggurats’ construction has also been attributed to political motives, however:
the need for high places where the elite could escape from floods (Oppenheim, 1977), and for secure places where the priests could conduct their rituals unobserved (Crawford, 1993, p. 75). The least sympathetic descriptions of
ziggurats resemble the modern-day critiques of the Burj Khalifa in Dubai: for
example, as ‘a monument for an era of credit-fuelled over-consumption – irresponsible and unsustainable’ (Bedell, 2010). The Internet today, like the
Tower, is similarly described as a high place where elites can operate without
interference from those without online access (Burnett, Consalvo, & Ess,
2010), and as a secure place for covert interests and practices (dmoz.org,
2009). Distance educators have excellent opportunities to advance the
Internet’s potential for good; and the World Wide Web’s inventor, Sir Tim
Berners-Lee, defends it as a tool for ‘helping humanity … any innovator can
dream up an idea and set up a website at some random place and let it just
take off.’ He also stresses, however, the need to build ‘systems that help
organisations become accountable … that respect users’ (Warman, 2010).
Thus, Berners-Lee indicates that, as with all media, the Internet is neither
better nor worse than the skills and intentions of its users.
(2) On again, off again. The development of the Tower was a series of trial-anderror experiments with different techniques, some successful for a time,
though all ultimately thwarted by political interests. After its original collapse
in the third millennium BC, the Tower was rebuilt by Nebuchadnezzar II
(605–562 BC), and crumbled again after the Persian invasion of 478 BC
(Krystek, 1998). Internet governance is in a similar period of flux at present.
Since Fältström’s statement at the IGF Conference in 2006 (Internet Governance Forum, 2006), Internet designers have lamented the lack of a unified
infrastructure, and the proliferation of technical protocols and terms: ‘everyone is trying to build a better mousetrap’ (Ditter, cited by Amos, 2006). As a
deterrent to this division of labour, and in an attempt to dissuade nations from
setting up their own independent root servers, the Internet Corporation for
Assigned Names and Numbers (ICANN) has recently abandoned its requirement for Internet domain names to be spelled in Western characters (Adkihari,
2009). It may equally be suspected, however, that this new measure will hasten
the confusion of tongues associated with the Tower, and the Internet’s loss of
focus as a unified global structure. This development would restrict international distance education initiatives.
(3) Which world? To the author(s) of Genesis, the world extended from the Mediterranean and the Black Sea to modern-day Iran and the Arabian Peninsula,
and no further (Seely, 2001). Today, a similarly blinkered view is shown by
those who recommend web-based education in the developing world despite
its relative inaccessibility for students. In a presentation to the 2005 Conference of the Open and Distance Learning Association of Australia (ODLAA),
this writer suggested that web-based education (WBE) would begin dying out
by 2010 (Baggaley, 2005). This seemed to create a frisson among the delegates, dispelled in the ODLAA president’s closing comment that in 2010 WBE
would be alive and well. It is now 2011, and President Forster was correct:
WBE still flourishes, in the Australian and Western world at least. In other
regions, it continues to falter. Nations including China and Japan are making
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political efforts to kick-start online education in favour of traditional TV methods; but academics remain concerned that traditional media expertise and
penetration will be lost to cost-ineffective alternatives (Carr-Chellman, 2005;
Wikramanayake et al., 2010).
(4) What common language? Of course, there never was a common language –
at least not when the Tower was built in the third millennium BC. Seely
(2001) indicates the diversity of languages that already existed in the region
at that time. Thus, the Tower of Babel has received an unfair reputation as
the project that provoked a divine decision to divide one language into many,
and the assumption has prevailed that it was named after the Hebrew term
babel meaning confusion. Yet it is also identified with Babylon, which as
Dietz (2004) points out, has been translated as ‘gateway of the gods.’ The
educational Internet has similarly been represented as both a gateway of
opportunity, and as a conduit of chaos. Pictures if not words are becoming
the Internet’s common language. In the week this article is being written,
photos of a gang rape in Vancouver have been circulated on Facebook and
other social media sites, raising the victim’s humiliation to an appalling
international level (Bellett, Woo, & Crawford, 2010). This exemplifies the
growing mass of online abuses currently being identified (Electronic Privacy
Information Center, 2010; Office of the Privacy Commissioner of Canada,
2009). If Western-style distance education and its tools are not better
controlled than this, we need not feel surprised when other nations refuse to
let their people access them, and decide that a multiplicity of Internets is the
only option.
(5) Warning signals. Archaeological evidence indicates that the Babylonian
ziggurats were strongly built with baked brick (Forbes, 1964). Judging by the
barrage of hazards the Tower of Babel faced in Judaic, Greek, and Roman
texts (Wikipedia, 2010), it was singularly robust, withstanding high winds,
fire, floods, and subsidence before finally collapsing. Perhaps the high priests,
like the Titanic crew, became blasé as their Tower survived successive disasters, and failed to spot the warning signals of the end that was approaching.
Warning signals are accumulating today about the use of online methods in
education: for example, the decline and closure of online communities that
results from loss of student interest (Garber, 2004); loss of student control
caused by learning management systems (Hotrum, 2005); and student frustration in being required to use social media in their courses without clear
justification (Cheal, 2009). A cost-conscious educational administrator could
invoke any one of these findings as an excuse to slash online resources. In
other fields, the Internet and World Wide Web would doubtless have longer
staying power, with little attention being paid to the demise of the educational
subsector. As Hughes (2010) notes, the need for evidence of pedagogical
validity is central in the adoption of new online tools, and failure to act upon
it is a critical misjudgment.
Postscript
It takes a humorist such as Jonathan Goldstein (2009) to make the events of the past
seem truly immediate. He speculates about how the builders of the Tower of Babel got
on with their lives when the Tower fell:
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And so they cooked up new ideas … Li wanted to build the world’s longest wall; Costa
wanted to build a place where hundreds of people could sit in a circle and watch
marvelous events; [and Mibzar] opened the world’s first language school. (Goldstein,
2009, p. 78)

So it is with the diversity of approaches in distance education, for which the students
are regularly required to master new tools. ‘The field appears to have a constant identity crisis, defined by a developmental deluge of pedagogies and technologies,
depending on the favoured course delivery methods of the day’ (McKee, 2010). So is
the field of online distance education condemned to disintegrate, Babel-like? As the
Internet and the Tower of Babel are frequently compared, it is cautionary to consider
this possibility. Each of these giant structures has been described as facilitating the
best and worst of human goals; as the outcome of cyclic success and failure; as an idea
developed in one part of the world without regard for others; as a technology that
began with diverse languages and ended without unifying them; and as a project that
barrels onward without paying attention to warning signals. Will the online education
tower fall because its users failed to discipline it?
Citing Newsom (1952), Kurtz (1959), and the Institute for Communications
Research (1962), Dowling (1996) listed the following optimistic analyses:
●
●

●

●

‘one of the most magnificent instruments for raising the quality of teaching’;
‘an instrument for general adult education, it could significantly upgrade the
common culture’;
‘no innovation has marched so quickly and confidently into the field of learning.
It moves into the future of American education as a major resource’;
‘a medium with so much potential, with so many needs to meet, and so many
plans being made for it’.

These statements were made between 1952 and 1962 on behalf of educational television, now marginalised in Western distance education. Dowling hoped that online
education would avoid a similar fate through the development of solid educational
practices: ‘Television’s failure to transform education was not technological. Television failed to meet the pedagogical needs of the educational community,’ he wrote
(1996). Maybe online educators will learn from the lessons of the past, and will be
more successful. Writers such as Dowling and Goldstein tread a lonely road in using
the lessons of history to point to the uncritical optimism of the present. But even giant
structures and grand designs can fail, and suddenly (Bible in Basic English, 2004).
Before distance educators can learn from the lessons of the past, however, they
may need to broaden their frames of reference in the present. Reflections such as these
are commonly criticised by distance education purists for straying into areas of, for
example, global education and Internet usage that do not directly refer to open and
distance learning (ODL). ODL, however, does not exist in a vacuum. It is shaped by
influences from outside its specialised framework, of which its practitioners should be
aware. This writer vividly recalls an article in this journal that discussed the difficult
home-study conditions of women in South-East Asia, and referred to ODL barely at
all (Loh-Ludher, 2007). To optimise distance education policy and practice in that
region, however, knowledge of this context is essential. Free reflection within broader
frameworks, current and historical, as in this section of this journal, gives us a chance
to probe beyond the usual vistas.
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